
We are excited to introduce a fully redesigned replacement for an old favourite, the jackStander! We’ve 

brought our standing positioner up to date with the requirements of current therapeutic techniques and 

the demanding context in which it operates. Through an intensive two-year collaboration with Stanford 

University, we have developed the Stan2Go to offer the best of usability and appropriate posture 

support in a compact robust device.

The slimmer, inviting design provides the same all-in-one, tilt-adjustable functionality of the jackStander 

while integrating removable off-road wheels and an angle-adjustable lap tray for outside play and 

sensory stimulation. Positioning is made more user friendly through a lowered loading height, centralised 

adjustment mechanisms, and ergonomic handles with an integrated tilting lever. 

The initial release is in one size that combines the jackStander’s Baby and Small range and 
caters to early childhood developmental needs.

“improved with new features”

The New St n eaSt na 2go

     
NEW STA

N2GO -  C
OMING SOON



Multi-functional lap tray with 
angle adjustment encourages 
a wide variety of activities and 
better engagement

Width-adjustable trunk 
lateral pads for children 
requiring enhanced 
trunk support

Larger lockable castor 
wheels for superior 
device mobility

Fully redesigned 
collapsible frame for 
compact packaging 
to dramatically reduce 
shipping costs

Safe, simple tilting 
mechanism securely 
angles the Stan2Go

Improved ease of loading with 
removable, width-adjustable 
pelvic side supports

Contoured head and body 
panels provide slight lateral 
support and encourage 
spinal alignment

Optional chest strap 
provides proximal or 
trunk stability in supine 
and prone positioning

Push bar for use with the 
off-road wheels enables 

easy maneuvering

Individual knee 
positioning uses a split 

knee block strap

Footblock with increased 
abduction swivels quickly 

between supine and 
prone standing

Optional, easily-attachable 
off-road wheels to 

encourage playtime 
outdoors 

Exciting changes...
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